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Do your employees have unmet
application needs?
Enterprise technology platforms are essential to the operation of businesses today, but no single 
platform, or even a suite of platforms, meets the needs of every department in your organization.  It’s 
extremely likely that your employees have unmet needs. 

A few examples include:

Tracking workstreams
and managing tasks

Routing material
 and collaborating with internal

and external team members

Receiving and
processing requests

from customers

Managing projects and
the flow of information

across teams

Reporting progress to
management and the

executive team
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How can Microsoft Power Apps help?
Microsoft Power Apps enables you to fill these unmet needs without the challenges of traditional soft-
ware development and implementation.  Power Apps provides a suite of intuitive, low-code tools to 
build forms, apply workflows, and integrate with external data sources without relying on either 
custom software or customizing an existing platform.

Simply put, you can build the apps you need without relying on cumbersome IT processes or spend-
ing a lot of money while relying on the same data protection and security services shared across all 
Microsoft software.  It’s the best of both worlds:  Get the functionality you need without the hassle and 
expense.

How do I know if I need a Power App?
Microsoft Power Apps are almost infinitely customizable and can support an extremely wide range of 
functionality based on your unique needs, but there are a few key use cases to consider as you plan 
for your first apps.

Are you processing anything in your organization the old-fashioned way, on paper?

Are you relying on email to receive and processes requests internally and from customers?

Are you onboarding employees and performing appraisals manually?

Are you approving expenses manually or using a spreadsheet?

Are you struggling to manage access to conference rooms or other shared spaces?

Are you receiving orders via email?

Are you relying on email groups to broadcast key information like crisis communications?

Are you using ERP or CRM software that misses a few steps in the process?



Do you have any examples of successful
Power Apps?

A few frequently used sample apps include:

Yes!  Microsoft Power Apps have been helping organizations fill unmet functionality 

needs for almost five years.  They are widely used across small, medium, and large 

businesses. 

Streamlining Project
Management

Employee
Onboarding

Easy to use
Ticketing Systems

Simplifed
Customer Relationship

Management

Crisis
Communications

Room
Reservations

Expense Submission
and Approval

Employee Appraisals
and Reviews

Client Intake
Forms
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What next?
Korcomptenz is uniquely positioned to help you take advantage of Microsoft Power Apps.  We specialize in 
identifying the unmet needs in your organization and recommending the optimal solution.  The process is 
simple and fun, and many organizations can deploy their initial apps in just a month or two.

We’re so confident Power Apps can help Power Up your organization that we will help you identify potential 
opportunities and even create a simple proof of concept with no cost and no obligation.  Request a further 
consultation to learn more.

Identify Potential
Opportunties

Create Proofs
of Concept

Refine and Expand
Functionality

Launch and
Upgrade
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